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Definition of miscellany. 1a miscellanies plural: separate writings collected in one volume. b:
a collection of writings on various subjects. 2: a mixture of various things. A miscellany is a
collection of various pieces of writing by different authors. Meaning a mixture Manuscript
miscellanies are important in the Middle Ages, and are the sources for most surviving shorter
medieval vernacular poetry. MedievalÂ Manuscript and printed - The decline of verse Significance and recognition. Miscellanies is History Today's free weekly long read. Every
Wednesday, we publish a specially commissioned essay or long read from our archive. The
subject. Categories: English non-lemma forms Â· English noun plural forms Â· English plurals
ending in -ies . Navigation menu. Personal tools. Not logged in; Talk. Collections of poems in
manuscript and print by a variety of authors (or â€œ miscellaniesâ€•) were one of the most
popular means by which early. Verse miscellanies showcase the enormous diversity of literary
culture in the eighteenth century. The Digital Miscellanies Index opens up the contents of
these . Miscellanies and Eighteenth-Century Print Culture. Miscellanies differ from poetic
anthologies in that they tend to reflect the literary taste of the moment, rather. Full text. Full
text is available as a scanned copy of the original print version. Get a printable copy (PDF file)
of the complete article (M), or click on a page.
Verse Miscellanies Online is a searchable critical edition of seven printed verse miscellanies
published in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Edward Bannister called Certain
sonnets 30 a ditty which could be both a poem to be sung and one to be read. It circulated
relatively widely and can be found in .
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